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Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 2nd Revised edition.
229 x 155 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Suitable for advanced undergraduates and
graduate students, this text introduces theoretical and practical aspects of adaptive control. It
offers an excellent perspective on techniques as well as an active knowledge of key approaches.
Readers will acquire a well-developed sense of when to use adaptive techniques and when other
methods are more appropriate. Starting with a broad overview, the text explores real-time
estimation, self-tuning regulators and model-reference adaptive systems, stochastic adaptive
control, and automatic tuning of regulators. Additional topics include gain scheduling, robust high-
gain control and self-oscillating controllers, and suggestions for implementing adaptive controllers.
Concluding chapters feature a summary of applications and a brief review of additional areas
closely related to adaptive control. Both authors are Professors at the Lund Institute of Technology
in Sweden, and this text has evolved from their many years of research and teaching. Their insights
into properties, design procedures, and implementation of adaptive controllers are complemented
by the numerous examples, simulations, and problems that appear throughout the book.
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The ideal pdf i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will like the way the author create this book.
-- Eliane Bednar-- Eliane Bednar

These sorts of book is the greatest book o ered. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just quickly could
get a pleasure of reading a written ebook.
-- Verner Goyette DDS-- Verner Goyette DDS
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